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Suntuitive® Dynamic Glass makes Positive Impression at Glasstec 2018
Jenison, Mich., Nov.6, 2018 - The latest version of the world’s largest trade fair dedicated
to the glass industry is now complete, but the impact from many of the products and
services displayed last week at glasstec will live on for many years. One such product was
Suntuitive® dynamic glass which had an expanded viewing opportunity as it was featured
in three of the nine halls in stands from international partners of this breakthrough glass
technology.

Suntuitive dynamic glass is a thermochromic self tinting glass that uses no electricity or
wires but heat from direct sunlight to intelligently transition the glass from a clear state
to a tinted one. This intuitive product adapts throughout the year and constantly balances
heat and glare while allowing in optimal daylight. Three exhibitors at glasstec took full
advantage of the international spotlight of glasstec to prominently show how Suntuitive
technology makes a difference in the performance of the building and expansion of
occupant comfort.
NSG, Owner of the Pilkington brand, Via Solis Ltd., and Shanghai Haojing Glass are the
Suntuitive fabrication/distribution partners who took part in this very successful event.
Jim Gresehover, Vice President of International Development for Suntuitive was quite
pleased with everything he experienced from these partner exhibits.

“We know glasstec is a great opportunity to reach the global audience when
it comes to glass, and the efforts of our partners during this event were
extremely impressive. All of their stands had lively, engaged audiences that
wanted to learn more about Suntuitive technology and the other products
and services they provide. We truly appreciate their partnership with us and
displaying products powered by Suntuitive.”
Glasstec is a bi-yearly show that attracts more than 42,000 people from 120 countries.
This year there were 1280 exhibitors representing 50 countries showing a wide range of
glass related products, services, and machinery.

